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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present simulated Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array (ALMA)
observations of self-gravitating circumstellar discs with different properties in size, mass and
inclination, located in four of the most extensively studied and surveyed star-forming regions.
Starting from a smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulation and representative dust opacities,
we have initially constructed maps of the expected emission at sub-mm wavelengths of a large
sample of discs with different properties. We have then simulated realistic observations of discs
as they may appear with ALMA using the Common Astronomy Software Application ALMA
simulator. We find that, with a proper combination of antenna configuration and integration
time, the spiral structure characteristic of self-gravitating discs is readily detectable by ALMA
over a wide range of wavelengths at distances comparable to TW Hydrae (∼50 pc), Taurus-
Auriga and Ophiucus (∼140 pc) star-forming regions. However, for discs located in Orion
complex (∼400 pc) only the largest discs in our sample (outer radius of 100 au) show a
spatially resolved structure while the smaller ones (outer radius of 25 au) are characterized by
a spiral structure that is not conclusively detectable with ALMA.

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – gravitation – instabilities – circumstellar matter –
stars: pre-main-sequence – submillimetre: stars.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

In the last fifteen years, it has been clearly recognized that the
development of gravitational instabilities (GI’s) in protostellar discs
plays a crucial role for their dynamical evolution. It is believed that
in the early stage of star formation (Class 0/Class I objects), the
disc could be massive enough to have a non-negligible dynamical
effect on the evolution of the overall system. The disc self-gravity
may affect the disc dynamics through the propagation of density
waves which lead to the formation of a prominent spiral structure
and provide a non-negligible contribution to the angular momentum
transport (Lodato & Rice 2004, 2005). In recent years, the investiga-
tion on the effects related to the disc self-gravity has been the subject
of several theoretical studies aimed on the one hand at understand-
ing angular momentum transport driven by gravitational instability
(Durisen et al. 2007; Cossins Lodato & Clarke 2009; Forgan et al.
2011) and, on the other hand, at exploring the possibility of planet
formation either through disc fragmentation and by providing local
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pressure traps to promote grain growth and confinement (Meru &
Bate 2011a,b; Pinilla et al. 2012; Testi et al. 2014). In addition,
a number of evolutionary chemical models have been introduced
in order to figure out how the spiral density waves excited by the
gravitational instability influences the chemical evolution of both
the gaseous and the solid component of the circumstellar discs (Ilee
et al. 2011). These models could be empirically confirmed through
high angular resolution observations. In particular, the detection of
spiral features in circumstellar disc may allow us to put constraints
on the theoretical models about the physical and chemical evolution
of the discs.

The macroscopic feature introduced by self-gravity is the cre-
ation of large-scale density fluctuations (in the form of a spiral pat-
tern). To detect these features observationally and unambiguously
identify them as density enhancement, it is necessary to observe
at (sub-)mm wavelengths where the disc is mostly optically thin
in the vertical direction and the emission from the mid-plane can
be traced directly (Dullemond et al. 2007). This technique has been
extensively used to probe the overall dust and molecular gas content
since the deployment of the first sensitive observatories at millime-
tre wavelengths (Beckwith et al. 1990; Dutrey et al. 1996). More
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recently, it has been possible to perform extensive surveys of discs
in nearby star-forming regions that allowed us to constrain statisti-
cally their structural properties, molecular gas chemistry and dust
evolution (Williams & Cieza 2011; Andrews et al. 2013; Dutrey
et al. 2014; Testi et al. 2014). While several studies have started
to probe the physical structure and asymmetries of the outer discs
(Corder, Eisner & Sargent 2005; Pérez et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2012;
Trotta et al. 2013), spatially resolved images of protoplanetary discs
with sufficient sensitivity and angular resolution to probe struc-
tures on the au scale (the expected scale of the spiral structure) are
still very limited. The recently inaugurated ALMA (Atacama Large
Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array) observatory (see Testi & Walsh
2013) will transform this field by providing observations with un-
precedented resolution and sensitivity that will allow us to resolve
features in the inner regions of protoplanetary discs (Krumholz
Klein & McKee 2007; Testi & Leurini 2008; Cossins Lodato &
Testi 2010). Initial results from Science Verification and Early Sci-
ence are already showing the capabilities of ALMA to study the
small-scale physical and chemical structure of protoplanetary discs
(Casassus et al. 2013; de Gregorio-Monsalvo et al. 2013; Mathews
et al. 2013; van der Marel et al. 2013). It is thus very timely to
investigate how future ALMA observations could be optimized to
study the expected effects of self-gravity in discs. A first attempt
at assessing, based on the expected properties of the gravitational
instability, the detectability of a spiral structure in the disc has been
made by Cossins et al. (2010) who have found that spiral structures
in compact self-gravitating discs are visible with ALMA over a
wide range of wavelengths. Moreover, direct detections of planet-
induced structures using high angular resolution (sub-)millimetre
wave interferometers such as ALMA has been obtained by Wolf
& D’Angelo (2005) and recently by Ruge et al. (2013). In this
context, high-resolution, direct imaging observations of circumstel-
lar/protoplanetary discs have already revealed non-axisymmetric
structures which are believed to be due to embedded planets or ex-
ternal tidal interactions (Muto et al. 2012; Grady et al. 2013 and
Christiaens et al. 2014). Furthermore, using models of molecular
line emission from planet-forming circumstellar discs, Narayanan
et al. (2006) have shown that dense gas clumps associated with
gas giant planet formed via disc instabilities may be observable
with ALMA. Moreover, processes such as desorption of various
chemical species from the surface of disc dust grains and gas-phase
chemical reactions due to spiral shocks occurring in the spiral arms
of gravitationally unstable discs, produce clear chemical signatures
of the disc dynamics (Ilee et al. 2011) which may be detected using
ALMA with the aim to infer the physical structure of self-gravitating
discs (Douglas et al. 2013).

The theoretical characterization of gravitational instability con-
ducted by Cossins et al. (2009) has shown a number of interesting
features which could be empirically confirmed by high-resolution
observations. For example, features such as the opening angle and
the size of spiral arms are related to the disc-to-star mass ratio. Thus,
the detection of spiral arms may be useful to infer some physical
characteristics about the star–disc system. In addition, it is expected
that the density inhomogeneities induced by the development of
gravitational instabilities affects both the radial migration and the
growth of the dust grains (Rice et al. 2004, 2006; Pinilla et al. 2012).
In this paper, we demonstrate whether the spiral structure excited
by the gravitational instability can be detected using ALMA. This
work extends the previous analysis of Cossins et al. (2010) through
the evaluation of ALMA simulated observations of a wide set of
both face-on and non-face-on discs with different properties in size
and mass and a more accurate computation of the dust opacity.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the
simulation details and the disc evolution. In Section 3, we discuss
the steps in order to create intensity maps and in Section 4, we
outline the basic steps for an ALMA simulated observation. Finally,
in Section 5 we present some of the ALMA images of our sample
and in Section 6 discuss the significance of our results.

2 D ISC MO D EL

The simulations used to generate the expected disc emission have
been taken from Lodato & Rice (2004). They performed simula-
tions using a 3D smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code, a
Lagrangian hydrodynamics code (see reviews of Monaghan 2005
and Price 2010). The system comprises a central star modelled as
a point mass M� surrounded by a gaseous disc of mass Mdisc which
extends from Rin = 0.25 to Rout = 25 in code units. The simulations
were performed using two values for the disc-to-central object mass
ratio q = Mdisc/M� = 0.1 and q = 0.25. Regarding the thermal as-
pect of disc evolution, the heating is governed by both PdV work
and viscous dissipation while the cooling is implemented using a
simple cooling law given by

dui

dt
= − ui

tcool,i
, (1)

where ui is the specific internal energy and tcool,i is the cooling
time associated with the ith particle. The latter is determined using
the simple parametrization �i tcool,i = βcool, where βcool is held
constant and equal to 7.5. The choice of βcool value is critical because
the cooling modifies the dynamical evolution of the disc leading
to the formation of bound objects in sufficiently high-resolution
simulations (Lodato & Clarke 2011; Meru & Bate 2011a). However,
our analysis is aimed at investigating the observability of the ‘grand
design’ spiral structure of a self-gravitating disc and we do not
consider phenomena occurring at small scales. We have thus used a
value of βcool that, at the numerical resolution used in Cossins et al.
(2009), does not lead to fragmentation.

In order to consider discs with realistic different properties in
mass and radial extension, we modify the length and the mass scale
of the data output of the SPH simulations. In this way, we can
produce discs with properties consistent with the expected typi-
cal values obtained in observational campaigns (see the review of
Williams & Cieza 2011). We therefore consider two different values
of the code unit length such that the radial extensions of the disc are
25 or 100 au. Regarding the mass of the disc–star system, we use
three different value of the mass scale such that the central mass
star is equal to 0.3, 1 and 3 M� and with disc mass covering a range
from 0.075 to 0.75 M�.

2.1 Disc evolution

Once the thermal equilibrium state is reached, the disc is character-
ized by a spiral structure induced by self-gravity. The spiral features
are clearly seen in Fig. 1 where the (logarithmic) surface density is
shown for the two simulations with radius 25 au and M� = 1 M�
and q = 0.1 (left) and q = 0.25 (right). It can be noted that, as
the disc-to-star mass ratio q increases, the pattern of the instability
becomes more dominated by low number of arms and, in addition,
the spiral structures tends to become more open. Also, as the disc
mass increases, a marginally stable disc becomes thicker (since
H/R ∼ q) and the typical size of the spiral arms, which is of the or-
der of H, thus increases. A detailed Fourier analysis of the expected
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Figure 1. Surface density structure at the end of the simulations with radius 25 au and M� = 1 M� and two different disc-to-star mass ratio: (left) q = 0.1;
(right) q = 0.25.

Figure 2. Azimuthally averaged temperature profiles of the two discs with
radius 25 au, M� = 1 M� and q = 0.25 (solid line) and q = 0.1 (dashed
line) once they are settled into the dynamic thermal equilibrium state.

morphology of the spiral can be found in Lodato & Rice (2004) and
Cossins et al. (2009).

In Fig. 2, we show the azimuthally averaged temperature profiles
associated with the two discs under consideration. The radial trend
and the difference between profiles are linked to the thermal equi-
librium state reached in the discs in which the cooling is balanced
by heating generated through gravitational instabilities.

To highlight the effect of the spiral on the gas and temperature
structure within the disc, we show in Fig. 3 the temperature and
density profiles related to the disc with radius 25 au, M� = 1 M�
and q = 0.25 along a horizontal slice across the disc. As could have
been expected, the peaks in temperature occur at the same positions
of the peaks in density showing that the overdensity regions, which
correspond to the arm regions, are characterized by relatively higher
temperatures. This is due to gas compression in the spiral arms.
From an observational point of view, the density and temperature
bumps occurring in spiral arms allow the peculiar spiral structure
of self-gravitating discs to be more easily detectable.

Note that the self-regulation of the gravitational instability, which
is established by the thermal saturation of the instability, results in

Figure 3. Temperature (solid line) and density (dashed line) profiles for the
disc with radius 25 au, M� = 1 M� and q = 0.25. The x-axis indicates the
distance from the star along a line across the disc.

a slightly increasing azimuthally averaged temperature profile (see
Fig. 2), which is not expected for a typical passive irradiated disc
around pre-main-sequence stars. In fact, the disc model adopted
here does not take into account the irradiation from the central star.
Assessing the influence of this additional heating in the evolution of
a self-gravitating disc is beyond the scope of this paper. In general,
we expect that such extra heating source would weaken the ampli-
tude of the spiral perturbations somewhat (see Cossins et al. 2009
and Rice et al. 2011). Thus, from an observational point of view, the
detection of the spiral structure would probably be more challenging
due to the decrease of the arm–interarm density contrast.

3 G ENERATI ON O F INTENSI TY MAPS

Starting from the output of the SPH simulations described above,
it is then necessary to use the disc parameters to create intensity
maps of the objects previously simulated. Following the approach
of Cossins et al. (2010), we assume that the disc is in thermal
equilibrium at temperature T and is vertically isothermal. Therefore,
the source function at frequency ν is given by

Bν(T ) = 2 hν3

c2

1

ehν/kBT − 1
, (2)
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where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light and kB is
Boltzmann’s constant. The temperature T is obtained by vertically
averaging the temperatures of all the particles inside a cylindrical
radius equal to the smoothing length h associated with the particle
under consideration.

At sub-mm wavelengths, dust emission is generally optically thin,
meaning that it is necessary to estimate the optical depth in order to
create intensity maps. The optical depth τ ν at frequency ν is defined
by

τν =
∫ ∞

−∞
κν(z)ρ(z) dz , (3)

where κν(z) is the opacity of the disc at frequency ν. Assuming that
z is the vertical component of the disc coordinate system and that
the opacity is invariant with z, we can express the optical depth, for
a face-on disc, as: τ ν = κν	, where 	 is the total column density
estimated by projecting the particles on the mid-plane and using
a standard SPH formalism in 2D. Finally, we calculate intensity
maps of discs with different properties in terms of mass, size and
inclination using the following expression:

Iν = Bν (1 − exp(−τν)) , (4)

where the optical depth is appropriately computed taking into
account also the case of non-face-on discs.

3.1 Dust opacity

In the high-density environment of a circumstellar disc, microns
dust grains are expected to grow via collisional agglomeration and
gravitationally settle towards the mid-plane of the disc (Natta et al.
2007; Testi et al. 2014). The evidence that grains in discs are signif-
icantly larger than grains in the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM)
has been obtained from a variety of observational techniques (see
the review of Testi et al. 2014). In this scenario, the dust opacity
is obviously influenced by grain processing and therefore its value
depends on the grain sizes, chemical compositions and shapes that
cannot be easily probed by observations.

Often, the dust opacity is expressed as a simple power-law func-
tion of wavelength appropriate for dust grains with a size distribution
of the form (Draine 2006):

n(a) ∝ a−q for amin < a < amax , (5)

where amin and amax represent the minimum and maximum size of
the grains. Assuming that the dust grains are sphere-shaped particles
in the limit a � λ where λ is the radiation wavelength, it is possible
to analytically infer the dust opacity law in terms of a power-law
function of the wavelength given by

κλ = κ0

(
λ

λ0

)−β

, (6)

where κ0 represents a fiducial dust opacity at wavelength λ0. The
parameter β represents a very good indicator of the level of grain
growth. While the typical value for ISM grains is β ism = 1.7, several
observations (Testi et al. 2001, 2003; Natta et al. 2004; Andrews
& Williams 2007; Ricci et al. 2010; Testi et al. 2014) have found
that βdisc < β ism, which is naturally interpreted in terms of grain
growth (e.g. Draine 2006). It is worth noting that the dust opacity
law expressed in equation (6) is not quantitatively accurate in the
case where the particle size becomes comparable with the radiation
wavelength.

Figure 4. Dust opacity for amax between 10 µm and 1 cm. Note that the
power-law assumption, kλ ∝ λ−β breaks down for amax � λ. The upper
dotted line plots a power-law fit to the opacity data adopted here (solid line)
and the lower dotted line represents the opacity values used by Cossins et al.
(2010).

Generally, through sub-millimetre observations and making some
assumptions on the chemical composition, shape and size distribu-
tion of the dust grains, it is possible to put constraints on the level
of grain growth. For an optically thin disc in the Rayleigh–Jeans
limit, the sub-millimetre spectral energy distribution (SED) has a
power-law behaviour with frequency expressed by Fν ∝ κν ν2 ∝ να ,
where α is the spectral index. Thus, from equation (6), the indices
β and α are related by β = α − 2. However, taking into account the
possibility that the emission is not completely thin and not in the
Rayleigh–Jeans limit, the simple fit of the disc SEDs by a power
law in frequency does not provide a unique interpretation about the
level of grain growth (Beckwith et al. 1990; Mohanty et al. 2013).
In order to solve this problem, combining the determination of the
sub-millimetre/millimetre SED with information on the disc exten-
sion from high angular resolution interferometric observations, the
β value is derived fitting the data with appropriate disc models (see
Testi et al. 2014 for details). In the light of the previous discus-
sion, we compute the dust opacity using a particular dust model
(Ricci et al. 2010) with an appropriate choice of model parameters.
In Fig. 4, the dust opacity values in units of cm2 g−1 of gas are
shown for the range of wavelengths under consideration computed
for a grain size distribution n(a) ∝ a−3.5 between amin = 0.1 µm
and different values of amax. We use opacity values computed with
amax = 1 cm (solid line) for all the disc in order to take into account
the grain growth processing. It can be noticed that the dust opacity
values adopted here approximately follow a power law (upper dotted
line in Fig. 4). In this respect, it is instructive to calculate the implied
values of κ1 mm and β1–3 mm in this case: κ1 mm ≈ 0.04 cm2 g−1 and
β1–3 mm ≈ 1. The value of β indicates that the dust opacities we use
here take into account the grain growth. Note that Cossins et al.
(2010) assume κλ ≈ 0.0075 (λ/1 mm)−1 cm2 g−1 (lower dotted line
in Fig. 4), a factor ∼5 smaller than ours.

4 T H E A L M A S I M U L ATO R

We use the ALMA simulator in the Common Astronomy Soft-
ware Application (CASA) package. We used the version 4.1 of CASA,
which includes simulation capabilities developed to simulate real-
istic ALMA observations over a wide range of wavelengths that
would be measured by one of the full set of antenna configurations
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of ALMA. The simulation tool comes with 28 ALMA array con-
figuration files containing the position of every antenna for each
configuration. In addition, it is also possible to add the expected
receiver noise and the contribution due to the atmosphere that affect
the visibility measurements. Using the Atmospheric Transmission
at Microwaves (ATM) code (Pardo Cernicharo & Serabyn 2001), the
task simobserve calculates signal atmospheric corruption effects
into the visibilities measurements by evaluating the atmospheric
profile starting from average site conditions and input values for
the ground temperature and the precipitable water vapour (PWV)
provided by the user. Here, we assume a perfect calibration of the
visibility measurements and thus only include the effects of thermal
noise from receivers and the atmosphere. This implies that for the
highest angular resolution and highest frequency maps presented in
this paper, the simulations may be optimistic. Nevertheless, at this
stage, the experience with real ALMA observations on long base-
lines and high frequencies is extremely limited and it is difficult to
assess how to properly account for these in the simulations.

Furthermore, having obtained the visibility measurements, the
task CLEAN operates a variety of algorithms in order to compute the
deconvolved image from the visibility measurements. At the end
of the process, it generates a cleaned image which represents the
ALMA simulated observation.

4.1 Image analysis

The ALMA simulated observation can be analysed in terms of the
ability to spatially resolve the spiral features of the circumstellar
discs with an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.

The noise of the cleaned image is obtained as the root mean square
(rms) of the emission in regions where no signal is present, where
we assume that the signal fluctuations are due to noise. Typically,
it is used as a threshold for the signal detection and to calculate
the signal-to-noise ratio. In this work, we use the typical minimum
acceptable signal-to-noise ratio used for signal detection, i.e. equal
to 3. It is worth remarking that each simulated observation has been
performed with an appropriate choice of the antenna configura-
tion and observation duration. The aim is to ensure enough spatial
resolution and sensitivity to resolve and detect spiral arms in the
intermediate and external region of the discs with an acceptable
signal-to-noise ratio. In particular, having evaluated the noise level
in the resulting simulated observation images, we generate contour
plots at different multiples of the evaluated rms noise which allow
us to demonstrate that the spiral structure are detectable with an
acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.

5 R ESULTS

In this section, we present a sub-set of simulated ALMA observa-
tions of the discs previously described as they would be observed
if they were located in four of the best-known and surveyed star-
forming regions. In order to consider a wide range of distances
and different sky positions, we locate the discs in the TW Hydrae
(∼50 pc), Taurus-Auriga, Ophiucus (∼140 pc) and Orion (∼400 pc)
star-forming regions. In this work, we use six observing frequen-
cies chosen at the centre of some of the ALMA observation bands:
45 GHz in band 1, 100 GHz in band 3, 220 GHz in band 6, 345 GHz
in band 7, 680 GHz in band 9 and 870 GHz in band 10. It is
worth noting that, although the ALMA bands 1 and 10 are not yet
available, we include these in our simulations as they are currently
being deployed on the array (band 10) or in an advanced status
of prototype development in view of full production (band 1). The

Table 1. PWV values for each
observing frequency.

Frequency (GHz) PWV (mm)

45 2.748
100 2.748
220 2.748
345 1.262
680 0.472
870 0.472

array configuration used for each simulated observation varies for
each frequency with the goal to use the configuration that offers the
best compromise between resolution and sensitivity. For the atmo-
spheric conditions of the observations, as discussed previously, we
neglect the effect of signal decorrelation, assuming excellent cali-
bration, but we include the effect of the atmospheric optical depth
and emission parametrized through the amount of PWV. The values
of the PWV that we use (see Table 1) are typical of the maximum
matching constraints used at the observatory for the frequencies of
our choice. The choice of the PWV values does not play a crucial
role at low frequencies because the atmospheric transmission is al-
ways very high at the centre of the band within the selected range
of PWV. However, at higher frequencies, the PWV has to be care-
fully chosen due to the strong variation of the atmospheric noise
with the PWV value. Thus, in real observation at higher frequencies
(>200 GHz), excellent observing conditions may be required for
significant detection. We note that the values of the PWV assumed
at 680 and 870 GHz are excellent, but better conditions are expected
at Chajnantor for 15 per cent of the time.

5.1 Simulated ALMA images

In this sub-section, we present different simulations as a function
of the frequency, disc-to-star mass ratio, stellar mass, inclination
and coordinates of the discs. We analyse how the different values of
the parameters mentioned above affects the detection of the spiral
structures using ALMA. As discussed above, there are several phys-
ical and observational parameters that determine the appearance of
the discs with ALMA. We have selected some specific configura-
tions and parameter choices that best show the possible outcome.
The various parameters adopted in the images presented here are
summarized in Tables 2–4, referred to discs located in TW Hydrae,
Taurus-Auriga and Ophiucus star-forming region, respectively. In
particular, the first four columns specify the physical parameters
of the disc (disc-to-star mass ratio, stellar mass, outer radius and
inclination), columns (5)–(10) specify the ALMA configuration for
the six bands that we have considered (where the number indicates
the CASA identifier for the configuration of the various antennas, as
described in http://casa.nrao.edu/), column (11) indicates the transit
duration for the simulated image, while columns (12)–(17) show the
total resulting flux at the various frequencies (expressed in GHz).

First, we show a representative set of ALMA images for all the
observing frequencies of a disc with a given set of model parame-
ters. In Fig. 5, we show the result of our simulations for non-face-on
discs (inclination angle of 45◦) of radius 100 au located in TW Hy-
drae for a stellar mass of 1 M� and disc-to-star mass ratio q = 0.25
for the six selected observing frequencies (the original density struc-
ture of the disc is shown in Fig. 1, right-hand panel). In order to
reach an optimal signal-to-noise ratio, the ALMA observations are
simulated with a transit duration of 30 min. The resolution and
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Table 2. Disc model, observation parameters and total resulting fluxes for the simulated observations of discs located in TW Hydrae star-forming region.
Column (1): disc to star mass ratio. Column (2): stellar mass. Column (3): outer radius. Column (4): disc inclination. Columns (5)–(10): ALMA configuration
(see http://casa.nrao.edu/ for details) for the six observing frequencies (expressed in GHz). Column (11): transit duration. Columns (12)–(17): total resulting
flux at the various frequencies (expressed in GHz).

Disc model parameters ALMA configurations Duration Total fluxes (mJy)
q M� (M�) Rout (au) Incl. (◦) 45 100 220 345 680 870 (min) 45 100 220 345 680 870

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)

0.25 0.3 25 0 28 28 25 22 20 18 30 6 37 158 325 752 717
45 3 20 88 172 420 403
65 1 7 32 59 162 151

0.25 1 25 0 28 28 25 22 20 18 10 26 139 647 1466 4595 5837
45 13 74 341 788 2531 3357
65 4 27 125 274 932 1244

0.25 3 25 0 28 28 25 22 20 18 10 85 454 2200 4903 16 186 21 284
45 44 239 1092 2558 8890 13 167
65 16 85 398 902 3276 4998

0.1 3 25 0 28 28 27 24 22 20 120 14 71 364 749 1232 2529
45 7 37 183 346 704 1490

0.25 1 100 0 27 22 18 15 11 9 30 50 306 1324 3173 5745 7317
45 28 169 712 1705 2993 4703
65 12 68 282 645 1229 2045

0.25 3 100 0 27 22 18 15 11 9 10 228 1352 5553 14 257 24 417 30 786
45 138 655 2733 7417 13 751 17 692
65 62 277 1151 2810 6913 9907

Table 3. Disc model, observation parameters and total resulting fluxes for the simulated observations of discs located in Taurus-Auriga star-forming region.
See Table 2 for details.

Disc model parameters ALMA configurations Duration Total fluxes (mJy)
q M� (M�) Rout (au) Incl. (◦) 45 100 220 345 680 870 (min) 45 100 220 345 680 870

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)

0.25 1 25 0 28 28 28 26 22 21 30 3 18 85 203 708 1087
45 2 10 46 112 373 571

0.25 1 100 0 28 26 21 20 15 13 60 6 46 209 394 787 1225
45 4 25 120 212 398 645

Table 4. Disc model, observation parameters and total resulting fluxes for the simulated observations of discs located in Ophiucus star-forming region. See
Table 2 for details.

Disc model parameters ALMA configurations Duration Total fluxes (mJy)
q M� (M�) Rout (au) Incl. (◦) 45 100 220 345 680 870 (min) 45 100 220 345 680 870

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)

0.25 1 25 0 28 28 28 26 22 21 30 4 21 112 232 810 1121
45 2 12 55 141 417 594

0.25 1 100 0 28 26 21 20 15 13 60 7 55 223 452 812 1266
45 4 28 127 257 435 673

sensitivity of ALMA are amply sufficient to spatially resolve and
detect the sub-structures of the simulated discs over a wide range
of wavelengths (confirming and extending the results of Cossins
et al. 2010). By analysing the ALMA images at different frequen-
cies, it can be noted that the relative intensity between arm and
interarm regions varies with frequency. In this respect, there are
essentially two important effects to consider in order to specify the
trend of the contrast between arm and interarm regions with fre-
quency: the optical depth and the disc temperature. To illustrate the
effects of varying the frequency, in Fig. 6 is shown the optical depth
at frequencies of 100 and 345 GHz for the disc under considera-
tion. It can be noted that, while the dense regions corresponding to

spiral arms are generally optically thick, the interarm regions tran-
sition from being optically thin at frequencies below ∼345 GHz, to
optically thick above 345 GHz. Thus, for ν � 345 GHz, the contrast
between arm and interarm regions tends to decrease with increasing
frequency. On the contrary, at higher frequencies (�345 GHz), the
contrast increases (see Fig. 5) because of a temperature effect. In
the interarm regions, the temperature reaches values low enough
to ensure that the Planck law is in the Wien limit for frequencies
greater than 345 GHz. For this reason, the contrast between arm
and interarm regions increases with frequency in the range 345–
870 GHz which makes it easier to detect the spiral features. This
characteristic trend of contrast between arm and interarm regions
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How to detect signatures of GI’s with the ALMA 1925

Figure 5. ALMA images for the disc of radius 100 au with mass equal to 0.25 M� and a disc-to-star mass ratio q = 0.25 located in TW Hydrae. Contours
are 7, 10, 13, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 × the rms noise at 45 GHz, 100 and 220 GHz (7, 18, 27 µJy beam−1); 4, 7, 10, 13, 15, 20, 30, 40 × the rms noise at 345,
680 and 870 GHz (42, 260, 400 µJy beam−1). The white colour in the filled ellipse in the lower-left corner indicates the size of the half-power contour of the
synthesized beam: 6.6 arcsec × 6.1 arcsec (45 GHz), 7.2 arcsec × 6 arcsec (100 GHz), 7.3 arcsec × 6.7 arcsec (220 GHz), 7 arcsec × 6.2 arcsec (345 GHz),
6.5 arcsec × 6.2 arcsec (680 GHz) and 7.3 arcsec × 6.7 arcsec (870 GHz).

Figure 6. Comparison of the optical depth across the disc face at frequencies of 100 GHz (right) and 345 GHz (right) for the disc of radius 100 au with mass
equal to 0.25 M� and a disc-to-star mass ratio q = 0.25.

with frequency can be observed also for compact discs (outer radius
of 25 au) with a stellar mass of 0.3 M� and q = 0.25. Other discs
in our sample are characterized by a temperature high enough to
ensure that the Planck law is in the Rayleigh–Jeans limit. In those
cases, the variation in intensity with increasing frequency is only
due to the different optical regimes in different parts of the disc.

There are two interesting features that can be seen from the mor-
phology apparent in the ALMA images. First, note that, while the
original density structure of the disc is characterized by a relatively

large number of arms, only two spiral arms are visible in the images,
because the smaller-sized arms have been washed out by the limited
resolution of the observations. Care should thus be taken when in-
terpreting observed morphologies: for example, a clean two-armed
spiral is often interpreted as the natural effect of a tidal interaction
with a companion star or massive planets, while we show here that
it can be easily reproduced in the context of gravitational instability,
even though the underlying disc structure is more complex than a
two-armed spiral.
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Figure 7. ALMA images at 220 GHz of two non-face-on (inclination angle of 45◦) compact discs (outer radius of 25 au) located in TW Hydrae around a star
of 3 M� with two different disc-to-star mass ratio: q = 0.25 (left) and q = 0.1 (right). Contours are at different multiples (>4) of the evaluated rms noise:
38 µJy beam−1 (left) and 10 µJy beam−1 (right). The white colour in the filled ellipse in the lower-left corner indicates the size of the half-power contour of
the synthesized beam: 0.033 arcsec × 0.033 arcsec (left) and 0.027 arcsec × 0.025 arcsec (right).

Figure 8. ALMA images at 220 GHz for compact discs (outer radius of 25 au) with different star and disc mass located in TW Hydrae. The three images are
related to discs with q = 0.25 with stellar mass of 0.3 M� (left), 1 M� (centre) and 3 M� (right). Contours are at different multiples (>4) of the evaluated
rms noise: 21 µJy beam−1 (left), 40 µJy beam−1 (centre) and 38 µJy beam−1 (right). The white colour in the filled ellipse in the lower-left corner indicates the
size of the half-power contour of the synthesized beam: 0.033 arcsec × 0.033 arcsec.

Additionally, one can also note a clean clump on the right of the
star, along the spiral arm. Now, when comparing the location of
the clump with the original density structure, one can notice that
it actually corresponds to a mild overdensity at the intersection of
two arms. Note that the original simulation did not have any clump,
and in fact it is a non-fragmenting simulation. The detection of an
image such as that in Fig. 5 might be easily mistaken as evidence of
fragmentation, while in fact the clump is an artefact resulting from
the observational limitations, that in this case overemphasize a mild
overdensity in the disc.

5.1.1 Changing the disc-to-star mass ratio

As previously mentioned (see Section 2.1), discs with different disc-
to-star mass ratio are characterized by a different surface density
structure. In detail, the number of arms increases and the spiral
structure tends to become more close with decreasing disc-to-star
mass ratio making it therefore more difficult to detect the spiral
features. Thus, in order to test the ALMA capabilities in detecting
the spiral structure with different intensity and morphology, we
show in Fig. 7 the ALMA images at 220 GHz of two non-face-on

(inclination angle of 45◦) compact discs (outer radius of 25 au)
located in TW Hydrae around a star of 3 M� with two different
disc-to-star mass ratio: q = 0.25 (left) and q = 0.1 (right). As
previously mentioned, the temperature profile is closely linked to
the mass of the disc (see Fig. 2). Therefore, for a cooler disc the
intensity is lower and we thus need a long observation time to detect
spiral features with an appropriate signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, we
set the observation time equal to 10 min for the discs with q = 0.25
and 2 h for the other one (see Table 2). It can be noticed that, using
an appropriate choice of input parameters, ALMA provides a spatial
resolution sufficient to detect the spiral structure with different arm
sizes with an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, even for a more tightly
wound spiral.

5.1.2 Changing the stellar mass

Here, we show ALMA images for different values of stellar mass
for a given value of the disc-to-star mass ratio. In Fig. 8, we show
the predicted observability of all the compact discs (outer radius of
25 au) in our sample with q = 0.25 at the frequency of 220 GHz
and located in TW Hydrae star-forming region. The three panels are
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Figure 9. ALMA images at 220 GHz for larger discs (outer radius of 100 au) and central mass star of 1 M� with q = 0.25 and with three values of inclination
angle: 0◦(left), 45◦(centre) and 65◦(right). Contours are at different multiples (>4) of the evaluated rms noise: ∼27 µJy beam−1. The white colour in the filled
ellipse in the lower left corner indicates the size of the half-power contour of the synthesized beam: 0.147 arcsec × 0.135 arcsec.

Figure 10. ALMA images at 220 GHz for larger discs (outer radius of 100 au) and central mass star of 1M� with q = 0.25. From left to right we show
observations for discs located in TW Hydrae, Taurus-Auriga, Ophiucus and Orion star-forming region. Contours are at different multiples (>4) of the evaluated
rms noise: 27, 20, 15 and 10 µJy beam−1. The white colour in the filled ellipse in the lower-left corner indicates the size of the half-power contour of the
synthesized beam: 0.147 arcsec × 0.135 arcsec, 0.070 arcsec × 0.044 arcsec, 0.077 arcsec × 0.070 arcsec and 0.025 arcsec × 0.010 arcsec.

related to non-face-on discs (inclination of 45◦) with stellar mass of
0.3 M� (left), 1 M� (centre) and 3 M� (right). Taking into account
the required sensitivity for detection, the ALMA observations are
performed with the same choice of antenna configuration and a tran-
sit duration of 30 min for the disc with stellar mass 0.3 M�, while
for more massive star, due to the greater intensity, the observation
time is fixed to 10 min. Moreover, comparing the total resulting flux
of discs with 1 and 3 M� (see Table 2), note that, as expected, the
flux increases with the disc (stellar) mass. In addition, it can be noted
that, due to the lower emission of the less massive disc (left-hand
panel in Fig. 8), the signal-to-noise ratio on the spiral arms is lower
with respect to other cases. However, all the simulations demon-
strate that resolution and sensitivity of ALMA are amply sufficient
to spatially resolve and detect the sub-structures of the simulated
discs with an appropriate choice of observation parameters.

5.1.3 Changing the disc inclination

In addition, for what concerns the inclination angle of circumstellar
discs, it is expected that the spiral features of the disc becomes less
prominent with increasing angle of inclination. This effect makes it
more difficult to observe the spiral structures of the accretion disc.
We show in Fig. 9 ALMA images at 220 GHz of the larger disc
(outer radius of 100 au) in our sample with a central mass star of
1 M�, q = 0.25 and with three values of inclination angle: 0◦ (left),
45◦ (centre) and 65◦ (right).

It can be noted that, using the same antenna configuration, the
number of the detected spiral arms decreases with inclination an-
gle. As expected, the contrast between arm and interarm regions
decreases with increasing angle. In addition, we have also tested
the limit of ALMA capability to spatially resolve the spiral pattern.
We find that for discs with inclination angle >75◦, the detected
separation between arm and interarm regions vanishes. Assuming
that protostellar discs are characterized by a uniform distribution in
inclination angle, we conclude that the detection of spiral structure
is acceptable for ∼80 per cent of discs.

5.1.4 Changing the disc location

Finally, in order to create a full ‘atlas’ of simulated ALMA images
of self-gravitating accretion discs, it is necessary to evaluate the
detection ability of ALMA for discs located in different star-forming
regions. To this aim, we simulate ALMA observations of a sub-
set of discs in our sample located in TW Hydrae, Taurus-Auriga,
Ophiucus and Orion star-forming regions. In Fig. 10, are shown
the predicted images at the frequency of 220 GHz of all the larger
discs (outer radius of 100 au) in our sample with a stellar mass of
1M�, q = 0.25 with an inclination angle of 45◦ located in the four
previously mentioned star-forming regions.

The first panel in Fig. 10 refers to the case of the TW Hydrae star-
forming region. Due to its closeness to the Solar system (∼50 pc),
the resolution capabilities of ALMA are largely sufficient to
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spatially resolve the sub-structures for all the discs in the sample
over the whole range of observing wavelengths.

The second and the third panel are related to discs in Taurus-
Auriga and Ophiucus (∼140 pc) star-forming regions. In these
cases, the ALMA observations are performed with a transit du-
ration of one hour. Since these regions are located at nearly the
same distance, it is instructive to compare the image reconstruc-
tion capabilities of ALMA for disc located in different sky regions
with the same choice of observation parameters (see Tables 3 and
4). For what concerns the case of discs located in Taurus-Auriga,
it can be noticed that the sky position of this source (declination:
δ = +30◦) during all the observation duration, produces two im-
portant effects involving atmospheric noise and spatial resolution.
First, the observation of discs located in this star-forming region is
more corrupted by atmospheric noise than other cases. This occurs
because of the greater atmospheric emission at lower elevations.
As a consequence, the evaluated rms noise of the ALMA images
is greater than what obtained when the source is at lower declina-
tion observed with the same input parameter (see the third panel in
Fig. 10). In addition, the atmospheric noise is enhanced especially
for higher frequency where the atmospheric transmission plays a
crucial role for the quality of observations. As can be seen by com-
paring the total resulting fluxes for the same discs located in the
two considered star-forming regions (see Tables 3 and 4), the effect
of the atmospheric noise is essentially a decrease of the detected
signal. The second consequence of the particular source position
is related to the spatial resolution provided by an antenna ALMA
configurations. The angular resolution of an interferometer is deter-
mined by the length of the baselines projected on to a plane normal
to the direction of the source. Given that the source elevation is low
for all the transit duration, the spatial frequency plane is character-
ized by an irregular coverage. For this reason, the synthesized beam
is characterized by an half-power contour with two very different
values of minor and major axes. As a consequence, the spatial reso-
lution sufficient to resolve spiral features can be reached only in one
direction. Comparing the second and the third panels of Fig. 10, it is
clearly visible that ALMA provides a better reconstruction of image
in terms of spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio for the disc
located in Ophiucus (declination: δ = −24◦). It is worth remarking
that the ALMA images for the discs in the two different regions
have been carried out using the same antenna configurations and
the same total observation durations. Furthermore, comparing the
rms noise at each frequency for the same discs located in the two
previously mentioned star-forming regions, we find, as expected, a
higher rms for the lower elevation sources, especially for interme-
diate and higher frequencies.

Finally, the fourth panel of Fig. 10 refers to discs in the Orion
star-forming region (∼400 pc). We find that the spiral structure for
larger discs is detectable at frequencies greater than 100 GHz with
an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, ALMA observation
of the disc of radius 25 au (not presented here) show that the spiral
structure is not well resolved at low and intermediate frequencies
(45–345 GHz), whereas at higher frequencies, as noted above, the
simulation are probably overoptimistic. Furthermore, the antenna
configuration used to simulate ALMA observation for frequencies
lower than 680 GHz are characterized by the longest baseline avail-
able. As a consequence, calibration uncertainties and residual phase
noise play a crucial role in a realistic image reconstruction. There-
fore, the spiral structure on compact discs in the sample is not
conclusively detectable using ALMA.

6 C O N C L U S I O N

In this paper, we have shown simulated ALMA observations of a
variety of non-face-on self-gravitating circumstellar discs models
with different properties in mass and radial extension with the aim
to demonstrate that the peculiar spiral structure should be detectable
using ALMA.

We conclude that, using a careful choice of observation param-
eters such as antenna configuration and observation duration, for
discs at distances comparable to TW Hydrae (∼50 pc), Taurus-
Auriga and Ophiucus (∼140 pc) star-forming regions, the spiral
structure is readily detectable by ALMA over a wide range of wave-
lengths. However, for discs located in Orion complex (∼400 pc),
only the largest discs in the parameter ranges we have explored
could be spatially resolved while the smaller ones are characterized
by a spiral structure that should not be detectable with ALMA. Our
simulations also confirm the well-known fact that great care should
be taken when interpreting morphological features, such as clumps,
in interferometric observations of complex sources. Indeed, in our
simulated observations, an apparent, well-detectable clump is only
an artefact due to finite resolution effects, where the underlying disc
structure only has a mild and transient density enhancement due to
the intersection of two spiral arms.

Spiral and non-axisymmetric structures in protostellar discs have
started to be observed relatively frequently in the past few years.
In particular, several Class 0 sources, that are more likely to be
subject to gravitational instabilities (Eisner et al. 2005; Rodriguez
et al. 2005; Greaves & Rice 2010), have been detected to show non-
axisymmetric features. For example, Rodriguez et al. (2005) have
presented mm observations of IRAS 16293-2422B, a Class 0 object
located in the Ophiuchus molecular complex, revealing that the
gravitational instability might be the origin of the non-axisymmetric
structures in the outer disc region. These paper, however, did not
fully separate the disc and the envelope contribution to the emission.
Recently, Miotello et al. (2014) have reported mm observations of
Class 0/I sources where the disc and envelope contribution could be
identified. In some cases, the resulting disc appeared to be massive
enough to be gravitationally unstable. We should note, however, that
the envelope contribution has not been included in our modelling.

Additionally, a spiral structure has also been observed recently
in transitional discs by imaging the distribution of scattered light
at near-infrared wavelengths (Muto et al. 2012 Garufi et al. 2013;
Grady et al. 2013) and by high-resolution ALMA observations of
molecular line emission (Fukagawa et al. 2013; Christiaens et al.
2014). For such evolved discs, one might not expect the disc to be
massive enough to be self-gravitating, and thus the more common
explanation for the origin of the spiral is the dynamical interaction
with a third body, like a companion star or an embedded planet.
However, note that Fukagawa et al. (2013) and Christiaens et al.
(2014) have shown that the outer regions of the transitional disc of
the Herbig Fe star HD 142527 is very close to the instability regime,
which might indicate that the self-gravitating phase might in some
cases last well into the Class II phase.

Moreover, the simplistic cooling prescription used in the SPH
simulations does not take into account the irradiation emitted by
the central star. The effect of including irradiation is essentially a
decrease in the amplitude of the spiral structure (and thus of the
arm–interarm density contrast), which means that our simulations
can be somewhat optimistic for strongly irradiated discs.

Furthermore, one of the assumptions of the emission model states
that the gas and dust component of the disc are perfectly mixed
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within the disc. In addition, the dust opacities have been computed
using the same level of the grain growth in the whole disc. In
this respect, it is thought that the spiral structure induced by the
development of gravitational instabilities affects both the radial
migration and the grain growth of the dust grains. In detail, since
the gas density presents local maxima corresponding to the spiral
arms, the radial motion of the dust particles is affected (Rice et al.
2004; Pinilla et al. 2012). In addition, the enhanced dust density
favours and speeds up collisional growth leading the formation
of kilometre-sized planetesimal that can easily collapse and form
gravitationally bound larger objects (Rice et al. 2006). We plan to
explore these effects in a forthcoming paper.
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